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“Paper Architecture: Urbanism”   
Olivier Gourvil / Marjorie Welish / Muriel Pagès

This is the second collaboration between Olivier Gourvil 
and Marjorie Welish.
The first, “Paper Architecture: Working Titles” begun in 
2000 and realized in a dialogue of drawings, culminated 
in an exhibition at Slought Projects, Philadelphia, in 2005. 
[Brochure with essay by Joseph Masheck sponsored 
through the Fifth Floor Foundation. Reviewed in Art in 
America by Joe Fyfe, July 2006]
For « Paper Architecture: Working Titles,” Gourvil and We-
lish assigned each other titles of structures but structures 
impossible to build—hence “paper architecture.” Some tit-
les were: 
Titles sent by Welish to Gourvil: “Paper Architecture,’ “A 
Column Falls,” “Door Throughout Wall,” and “Atrium in 
Shadow.”  
Titles sent by Gourvil to Welish:  “Architecture de Papier,” 
“Colonne Virtuelle,” “Pliage,” “Entre Mur et Sol,” and “Porte 
Ouverte/ Porte Fermée.”

These architectural concepts, then, provoked imaginary 
schemes realizable on paper as visual potentiality.  Accom-
panying the drawings on tables at the Slought Foundation 
were excerpted texts from the artists’ correspondence over 
time, texts handwritten on the walls of the room, to show 
some of the artists’ thoughts on the aftermath of the endga-
me suggested by Ad Reinhardt.

__________

«Paper Architecture: Urbanism” renews the collaborationbut 
with significant changes in personnel, protocol and concept.
The urbanist Muriel Pagès assigns titles for Gourvil and Welish 
to contemplate in conceiving their sets of drawings meant to 
imagine the potentiality of city life.  Then, too, whereas the 
earlier collaboration emphasized structure, this collaboration 
emphasizes function. Some titles are listed in the next page. 
Olivier Gourvil assumes as his starting point that unlike concei-
ving art as autonomous, conceiving urbanist drawing must rea-
lize the constraints of the fabric of city life as  already existing. 
For her part, Marjorie Welish assumes that, over-determined in 
function and sense, several titles may apply to any one drawing 
and remain fluid with respect to the urban problematic.

The display of “Paper Architecture: Urbanism” is flexible. De-
pending on circumstances, it could well be that the viewer ini-
tially encounters a monitor showing Muriel Pagès’ notes and 
diagrams on urbanist schemes she has in mind for Gourvil and 
Welish. Then the viewer sees the artists’ own work in the galle-
ry space, where isolated words that are key terms from Pagès’ 
notes are here and there projected on the walls.

By these means“Paper Architecture: Urbanism” would like 
viewers to understand the project to exist in an open forum 
and creative thought process not confined to a particular galle-
ry space, let alone to a white cube.

__________

Marjorie Welish and Olivier Gourvil, Drawings, installation and notes  at a distance in the studio,  pencil, tape, plastic, 
plexiglass, color, text. Paris / New York, 2014



Marjorie Welish and Olivier Gourvil, Drawings, installation and notes  at a distance in the studio,  pencil, tape, plastic, 
plexiglass, color, text. Paris / New York, 2014



Marjorie Welish  and Olivier Gourvil drawings, 
In the studio, Paris - New York -  2014, 



Olivier Gourvil, «Concertation», 2 drawings, pencil on 
paper  42 x 30  cm each

Dongdaemun Design Plaza by Zaha 
Hadid Architects

Paper Architecture: Urbanism, 2014 - Paper 7
20” h X 26” w (50.8 cm X 56.04 cm)
Acrylic and Silkscreen on paper

lines, diagrams and urban schemes

Works, Paris, 20th arrdt - 2012--2014



BALISES TERRITOIRES

CORRIDORS

ILES DE BIODIVERSITÉ

MÉTROPOLE IMPRÉVISIBLE

Fabriquer la ville avec la ville

La ville est complexe, ancrée et attachante
la métropole est imprévisible

L’urbanisme est orientations et mesures
Intensité des villes et ailleurs

Balises d’un territoire � ni, tissé ou à retisser
Places, architectures, jardins, chemins, 

les villes sont poreuses
Sinon mortes et l’habitant captif !

Si elles accueillent l’altérité et se construisent avec 
leur périphérie, l’habitant y trouve un parcours, une invitation 

à l’œuvre et au travail…
…...............................................................................

L’urbanisme de projets emboîte les échelles du territoire
La ville est à centralités multiples et diversi� ées

Ville en réseaux de mobilité et de communication
Iles de biodiversité urbaines et corridors écologiques

Muriel Pagès , architect, urbanist



Muriel Pagès,  from the note book, Montreuil, 2013



Olivier Gourvil, Drawings,  Paper Architecture Urbanism, 2013  - Pencil and black tape /paper 4x 42 x 30 cm 

Marjorie Welish, Paper Architecture: Urbanism, 2014 -  Paper 1
20” h X 26” w (50.8 cm X 56.04 cm)  Acrylic and Silkscreen on paper



METROPOLITAN 6, 2014,  From the series Metropolitan Paintings, oil/acrylic on canvas , 140 x 200cm



Brochure «Paper Architecture», pages 8 and 1.  Text by Joseph Masheck,  Published by Ed. Slought for the «Paper 
Architecture» exhibition, Philadelphia, 2005 - With the support of Fifth Floor Foudation, NY. 



Brochure «Paper Architecture», pages 2, 3.  Text by Joseph Masheck,  Published by Ed. Slought for the «Paper Archi-
tecture» exhibition, Philadelphia, 2005 - With the support of Fifth Floor Foudation.



Joe Fyfe,  Review of the exhibition «Paper Architecture», Marjorie Welish, Olivier Gourvil, 2005



 Artist /critic Marjorie Welish received her first solo show thanks to Laurie Anderson, then curator of the Whitney 
Museum Art Resources Center; she has exhibited most recently in New York, Paris, Vienna, and Cambridge, England. 
She received many grants and fellowships, including: Adolph and Esther Gottlieb Foundation, Elizabeth Foundation for 
the Arts, The Fifth Floor Foundation, Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship, Pollock-Krasner Foundation, and Trust for 
Mutual Understanding (supporting an exchange between the International Studio Program, New York and the Artists’ 
Museum, Łódź, Poland).  In 2006, she received a Fulbright Senior Specialist Fellowship to teach at the University of 
Frankfurt, where she also worked on a limited-edition constructed art book, Oaths? Questions?  in collaboration with 
James Siena, published by Granary Books in 2009 (in the collections of the Beinecke Library at Yale, Columbia Univer-
sity, Getty, and The Metropolitan Museum of Art); in 2010 with a Fulbright, she was at Edinburgh College of Art. Writing 
on her work may be found in Of the Diagram: The Work of Marjorie Welish (Slought Foundation) compiles papers given 
at a conference on April 5, 2002, at the University of Pennsylvania: https://slought.org/resources/store#of_the_diagram_
the_work_of_marjorie_welish   Welish’s book of art criticism is Signifying Art: Essays on Art after 1960 (Cambridge 
University Press). More information on Welish may be found at http://marjoriewelish.com/Home.html   Marjorie Welish is 
now on the Board of the International Studio and Curatorial Program, and on the Advisory Board of Satellite Berlin, which 
also sponsors  “Paper Architecture: Urbanism” (a collaborative project with Olivier Gourvil and urbanist Muriel Pagès). 
Her art is represented by Emanuel von Baeyer, London; Art-3, New York; Aaron Galleries, Chicago.
   

Olivier Gourvil is an artist based in Paris. His paintings and drawings have been shown in France at many galleries, 
art centers, museums, and art schools, including Artside Gallery, Seoul (Kiaf and AAF, 2015), UM Gallery, Seoul, 2015.- 
Gyeonggi Art Residency, South Korea 2015 - Galerie Brun Léglise, 2014 - Galerie Hotel Elysées Mermoz, 2012, Galerie 
Caminade,  1997- 2002) - Galerie Duchamp, Yvetot, 2012 - Centre d’Art Le Quartier, 2003,  Artothèque de Caen,  2003 
- USTL de Lille, 2004 - Musée de Valence, Centre Passages.
His art has appeared throughout Europe in Great Britain, at Poppy Sebire Gallery, 2012,  Keith Talent Gallery, 2009, 
Camberwell College for the Arts, 2010 - in Germany at GlogauAir Art Residency, 2009  - in the United States, Interna-
tional Studio and Curatorial Program, New York, 1999 and 2013 ; in the Netherlands, Duende Studio - 2006,  Erasmus 
Gallery, 2007- RAIR Studio 2011 - and recently in South Korea, with a series of shows called « Tome 2 » at CJ ART 
Studio -2014 and 2015 Artside Gallery and UM Gallery, accompanied by the publication of a catalogue and leaflets.
In conjunction with his artistic practice, Olivier Gourvil was for many years, an editor and author for various publications :  
Une Fois Une, 95 - Tableau Territoires Actuels, 97 – Le titre est une petite construction, Ed l’Harmatthan, 2006 – Cor-
respondances (on the work of Marjorie Welish),  Slought Foundation, 2003 – Tableaux tragi-comiques, Revue Ligeia, 
2003 - Peinture, Réseaux, Terriers, Nouvelle Revue d’Esthétique, 2011 - Journal of Contemporary Painting : Painting 
and Cinema, London, 2015.
Since 2010, he is responsible for Réseau Peinture, (http://delapeinture.org), an international research network devoted 
to contemporary painting (France, Great Britain, Germany and USA)  supported by the French Government . Recently, 
many links with  artistic organizations in Seoul ( South Korea) reinforce and expand the research to a wider audience 
and new projects.

 Architect  and urbanist/ Muriel Pagès is involved in urban projects upon Paris as realisation of public spaces 
in Bercy  (35 hectares) and  in the «Grand Projet de Rénovation Saint-Blaise», as urban renovation of social dwellings 
at Porte de Clignancourt (2 500 dwellings), winning  the competition. 
As representative inside teams she has gathered,  she assists the city of Montreuil in urban strategy for the “eco 
quartier des Hauts de Montreuil” (200 hectares, 3 000 dwellings, 20 hectare agricultural land) which won the award 
«nouveau quartier  Urbain pour la Région Ile de France en 2010». She also makes a prospective study about “villes 
intermédiaires durables” in Limousin for the Region (see www.citearchitecture.fr/files/6villes.version0.17juin10.pdf)
 Consultant architect of the city of Boulogne-Billancourt about urban planification and building permits, she is invited  
ponctually as an expert about the new brigde in Bordeaux ( 2010) for the “Comité du patrimoine mondial de l’UNES-
CO” and about the protection of the Landscape of the “château de Versailles”(2009).  
Muriel Pages is regularly invited at l’Institut  d’Urbanisme de Grenoble  with whom she has participated at a workshop 
in Lebanon (2013).
More information on Pagès may be found at http://www.murielpages.com. Her works have been exposed and publi-
shed  by the «Pavillon de l’Arsenal» in «Aménager Paris»  and «Architectures transformées» and in reviews such as 
«Traits Urbains « and l’Express.


